Consultation report
19th March 2021
Introduction
In December 2020 the Trust Board agreed to start a consultation which commenced on the 20th January
2021 and ran until the 5th March 2021, on the following proposals:
•

•
•

Wormegay and Runcton Holme CofE Primary Schools are formally amalgamated. From September
1st 2021, or a later date, education is provided on one site, in Runcton Holme, with the closure of
the Wormegay site.
The catchment area of Runcton Holme CofE Primary School is redrawn to include the parishes of
Wormegay and Tottenhill.
That Runcton Holme CofE Primary School retains its Unique Reference Number (URN) but is
renamed as The Holy Cross Primary Academy.

This report sets out the decision that has been made by the Trust Board and the rationale behind this
decision, along with an analysis of the responses that have been received.
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Background
Wormegay Church of England Primary School is a small rural school, with a Published Admission Number
(PAN) of 7. It had 25 pupils on roll (December 2020) with a capacity of 49. The school federated with
Runcton Holme Church of England Primary School in 2012 and they both academised in 2014 continuing
with the shared Headteacher model. Wormegay CofE Primary was judged as Requiring Improvement in
February 2020 although in February 2021 Ofsted recognised that ‘leaders and those responsible for
governance are taking effective action to provide education in the current circumstances’. The report
also noted that:
“you work hand in hand with the Diocese of Ely multi-academy trust. Trust leaders now
monitor closely the impact of your actions. They have changed the accountability structure
for the school so that you report directly to senior leaders of the trust. The trust board
regularly reviews the impact of your actions. The trust gives you guidance and support. It
has arranged training tailored to the context and needs of the school. This includes, for
example, leadership training and help with devising and implementing your curriculum
plans.” (Ofsted, 2021)
The improvements recognised by Ofsted give credence to the strategies currently being implemented
across the federation to improve the standard of education at both schools and how the federation
leadership team and the Trust education team work closely together.
The decision to consult on the amalgamation of Wormegay CofE Primary with Runcton Holme CofE
Primary was taken by the Trust Board on the 16th December 2020 due to the low number of pupils at the
school and low confidence in pupil numbers returning to a sustainable number. These low numbers make
it difficult to deliver and sustain quality education for children now and in the future.
Process
The DfE guidance document Making significant changes to an open academy and closure by mutual
agreement (November 2019) sets out the principles by which the Trust has operated under to prepare the
full business case for consideration by the Regional Schools Commissioner.
The guidance states that the consultation must run for a minimum of 4 weeks and provides a list of all
stakeholders who must be considered. This consultation ran for just over 6 weeks between 20th January
and 5th March and included the DfE list of stakeholders as a minimum number of stakeholder groups.
A public meeting was held virtually on the 10th February with circa 50 attendees, a transcript of which is
available in Appendix B. The holding of the public meeting virtually is in line with current Cabinet Office
consultation principles.
A consultation response document was made available for anyone to complete; there have been 85
responses using this document, a spreadsheet containing all of the responses can be found in Appendix F.
In addition to this people were invited to email additional questions or statements which would be
considered as part of the consultation, a total of 118 questions have been raised. An FAQ document is
provided in Appendix A which details all questions that have been raised in either format and the
responses to each.
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An Equality Impact Assessment has been completed and was available in the Consultations section of the
DEMAT website throughout the consultation (Appendix E). Following a question raised the in the public
consultation meeting an Environment Impact Assessment was completed and can be found in Appendix
D.
Rural Schools’ presumption
The rural schools’ presumption applies to Wormegay CofE Primary School, the Trust has carefully
considered the options available to it and believes that the amalgamation of Wormegay and Runcton
Holme is in the best interests of educational provision in the area. The rural schools’ presumption lists
areas that must be considered in deciding to close a rural school:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Alternatives to closure including federation with another local school; conversion to academy
status and joining a multi-academy trust; These have already been undertaken with regards to
Wormegay.
Does the school provide local community services and facilities e.g., childcare facilities, family
and adult learning, healthcare, community internet access etc; Wormegay does not currently offer
these services and limited physical capacity on the site would likely prevent this from being offered
in the future.
What are the transport implications i.e., the availability, and likely cost of transport to other
schools and sustainability issues; Based upon a postcode analysis and in school data of pupils
currently on roll at Wormegay, many pupils currently arrive by car due to the remote location of
the school. There are some pupils who will be affected by a longer travel to school and the Trust
will seek to work with these families on an individual basis.
The size of the school and whether it puts the children at an educational disadvantage e.g., in
terms of breadth of curriculum or resources available As previously stated, the recent Ofsted
inspection at Wormegay has indicated that measures the Trust has recently put in place are having
a beneficial effect, but nonetheless it also highlights a number of areas for development. The
rapidly falling roll will make these areas for development and improvements harder to achieve and
place pupils at an educational disadvantage compared to their peers at other schools
The overall and long-term impact on the local community of the closure of the village school and
of the loss of the building as a community facility As a Diocesan Trust, the Trust is aware of the
importance of local communities and acknowledges that the loss of the local school for Wormegay
may cause an impact. However, this impact is reduced as the number of pre-school and school age
pupils in the village who choose Wormegay as their preferred choice is very low.
Wider school organisation and capacity of good schools in the area to accommodate displaced
pupils; By amalgamating with Runcton Holme all pupils will be allocated a school place, therefore,
negating any effect on wider school reorganisation.

Analysis of responses
Eighty five people responded to the consultation, of this number 13% were staff members, 37% were
parents and 50% were local residents or other interested parties.
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Norfolk Local Authority have responded to the consultation, agreeing with every proposal and provided
the following comments.
On proposal 1:
Norfolk County Council operates on the basis of a presumption against the closure of rural schools. Having reviewed
the demographics of the area we can see the validity of the Academy's case that an amalgamation of the two schools
represents a more sustainable proposition for pupils in the area and enables the Trust to consolidate on the best
practice they are delivering.
On proposal 2:
We note the change of catchment and are reassured that all Wormegay pupils have been guaranteed a place within
the Trust. Any parents who do not wish to take up this offer will be able to take part in a Pupil placement exercise
organised by the NCC.
On proposal 3:
It helps aligns with a wider family of schools.

Runcton Holme Parish Council provided a formal response which had no objections to proposal 1 or 2 and
a strong objection to proposal 3. The Parish Council also wished to raise concerns about potential increase
in costs for families travelling to the amalgamated school (Appendix G)
Wormegay and Tottenhill Parish Councils sent in a joint response which objected to proposal 1. The Parish
Council wished to propose an alternative solution in the form of a 2yr action plan in order to increase the
pupil roll to 38+ based upon historical suggestions which were put forward to the school in 2015. Whilst
some of the suggestions were innovative when combined with the forecast pupil intake data it did not
provide sufficient confidence to influence a change in the proposals (Appendix H).
Geographical distribution of participants
The following postcode maps indicate the geographical distribution of those who particpated in the
consultation. Every blue marker represents the postcode from where a respondant lives.
All participants

Participants in the immediate locality of the schools (red marks represent the location of the schools)
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The majority of responses came from the immediate locality of the schools, as would be expected given
the relatively small size of the schools and communities.
Proposal 1
Of the 85 responses, 57.7% were in favour of the proposal to amalgamate the two schools, 40% disagreed
with the proposal, while 2.3% expressed no opinion.
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The responses have been collated in three main groups and the breakdown of responses is shown in the
table below
Group
Parents
Staff
Local residents and interested parties

Agree
52% (16)
100% (11)
53% (23)

Disagree
42% (13)
0%
47% (20)

Neutral
6% (2)
0%
0%

The geographical spread of responses in favour and in disagreement are highlighted in the postcode map
below:
In favour

Disagree
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The pattern of response from both those in favour and those against the proposal is broadly similar with
responses of both opinions coming from Runcton Holme, Tottenhill, and Wormegay parishes. The most
notable difference is the responses from those disagreeing with the proposal in the South East of the area
covered by the maps above. Of the seven postcodes in the South East quadrant, six represent the views of
local residents or other interested parties and one represents a parent. The parental postcode is 0.6 miles
further away from the Runcton Holme site than it is to the Wormegay site.
An analysis of the comments and questions received, accompanied by the answers provided (Appendices
A, B, C & F), suggest that no material new information was provided to discontinue with the proposal. The
validity of the rationale behind proposal 1 remains intact. Comments were received regarding the
condition and readiness of the Runcton Holme site to accept additional pupils. Whilst the school has the
physical capacity to accept additional pupils this will be discussed as an extra consideration. A further
consideration to be discussed surrounds the sustainability of the amalgamated school and whether
extending the age range to include pre-school provision would help to increase future pupil numbers.
Proposal 2
Of the 85 responses, 60% were in favour of the proposal to change the catchment area of Runcton Holme
CofE Primary School to include the parishes of Wormegay and Tottenhill, 35% disagreed with the
proposal, while 5% expressed no opinion.

As with proposal 1, no new material information was received to discontinue with this proposal. Some
participants, whilst disagreeing with proposal 1 supported this proposal understanding that it enabled
places to be made available for their child(ren).
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Proposal 3
Of the 85 responses, 41% were in favour of the proposal to change the name of Runcton Holme CofE
Primary School, 32% disagreed with the proposal, while 27% expressed no opinion.

The feedback received from this proposal was more wide ranging and balanced. A number of people
would prefer to see the name remain the same and a number of people suggested other naming
alternatives. Comments were also received about the cost of new unforms should the name be changed.
These discussions which will be discussed at the Trust Board as additional considerations.
Other themes
As demonstrated in the evidence provided in the appendices, a number of additional comments and
statements have been made during the consultation. The Trust has considered these questions and views
and provided appropriate responses. Questions raised during the pupils’ consultation session were in line
with the common themes raised through the consultation, these questions will be answered in school
where the delivery can be matched to the needs of the pupils. Themes raised include but are not
exhausted to:
1. The consultation taking place during a pandemic
2. Impact on the mental health of pupils
3. Impact on the local community (house prices, viability of the village hall, local resource)
4. Use of the site in the future
5. Historical performance of the school
6. Financial performance of the school and Trust
The breadth of comments and questions gathered from the formal consultation responses and additional
email responses has been a useful demonstration of the engagement in the consultation from
stakeholders. Whilst the responses which have been received during the consultation period have been
considered no new material evidence has been received to discontinue with the main proposal although
some questions have led to further considerations for the Trust Board.
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Decisions
The Trust Board met at an Extraordinary Board meeting on 19th March 2021. The following decisions were
made:
Proposal 1
Wormegay and Runcton Holme CofE Primary Schools are formally amalgamated. From September 1st
2021, or a later date, education is provided on one site, in Runcton Holme, with the closure of the
Wormegay site.
Decision: Agree
Proposal 2
The catchment area of Runcton Holme CofE Primary School is redrawn to include the parishes of
Wormegay and Tottenhill.
Decision: Agree
Proposal 3
That Runcton Holme CofE Primary School retains its Unique Reference Number (URN) but is renamed as
The Holy Cross Primary Academy.
Decision: Disagree
Additional considerations
1. That the name of the school includes ‘Church of England’ and becomes Holy Cross Church of
England Primary School. Decision: Agree
2. All pupils enrolled at Holy Cross CofE Primary School will be entitled to receive a new uniform free
of charge. This will consist of any item that differs from what is currently required at both
Runcton Holme and Wormegay CofE Primary Schools. Decision: Agree
3. Capital funds will be allocated to Holy Cross CofE Primary School to prepare the school for
additional pupils. Decision: Agree
4. To consult on extending the age range of Holy Cross CofE Primary School from 5-11 to 3-11.
Decision: Agree
The impact of a decision to amalgamate the two schools resulting in the closure of Wormegay CofE
Primary on the local community cannot be underestimated. This decision has been made in the best
interests of the children, now and in the future. It is a much-loved school in the community and some will
be affected in the short term, particularly the children currently at the school as they settle into new
routines. The Trust is committed to working with these families and the Local Authority to mitigate the
impact and support pupils, parents and staff as best we can. Our priority in making this decision is to
provide a sustainable model of high quality education for the children of these three parishes.
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